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BROTHER ANGEL DIEGO DESCRIBES THE				
FIRST STEPS OF THE SECRETARIATY OF SOLIDARITY

L

ast September I started my work in the new Secretariat of
Solidarity. We were both new, so we had to learn together,
to grow together. A little more than eight months learning, living, opening the eyes of the mind and the heart, letting
myself be challenged by what is different, enriching myself with
the members of a family with more than two hundred years of
history: the Marist Family.
To start a new task, in a new country, with a new language,
with new brothers in community? The novelty is marvellous,
yes, marvellous; but it also involves an effort to allow oneself
to be ” made ” by others and by God. Without a doubt, it is an
exciting adventure. I do not forget that every adventure also has
its dangers, its moments of doubt, its difficulties, its loneliness... which make it fascinating, yes, fascinating.

One who moves us on this journey. That is why I am aware that
this work goes far beyond my person, and that it is the reflection of thousands of brothers and laypeople who, day after day,
give their lives to build the Kingdom of God wherever they are.

These have been months of meetings, of some travelling, of
varied experiences, of much reading, of learning to work in
other languages… They have been months of letting myself be
challenged by everything around me, especially by the people
who have accompanied me during this time. My family, the
brothers in the community, the friends, the colleagues at work,
are the greatest of all riches. A richness that shows the silent
presence of Mary, full of the God who is the Trinity, who comes
to life through meeting with others.

With the help of Brother Ken McDonald (General Councillor Link
person of the Secretariat), of Brother Luis Carlos Gutiérrez (Vicar General), of the other members of the General Council, of the
brothers who work in other areas of the General Administration,
of the brothers in community, of the laypeople who work at the
General House, of our partners in Geneva (CCIG, BICE) and of
so many brothers and laypeople with whom I have been able to
share at some time or another, we have been able to give form
to the new Secretariat.

Rights of Children, Education in Solidarity and Ecology
The challenge is great, and the wealth that already exists is even
greater. Solidarity in the Institute is a sign of identity characteristic
of the Christian and Marist DNA. Solidarity manifested in various
fields, all of them essential. The defence of the Rights of Children,
Education in Solidarity and Ecology are the three great areas that
make up the new Secretariat, but there are also other equally
essential and necessary aspects of solidarity: development of
projects, fundraising, social works, native peoples?

There are still steps to be taken. Fortunately, we have work
ahead of us. I would like to thank all those who, from their
specific situation, dedicate a part of their lives to working for
Solidarity, for the good of human beings, especially those children and young people who are most in need.

From the Secretariat we are trying to take the necessary steps
to offer the best and most effective response to the needs of
our societies and the world, based on the Marist charism and
as a global family. We cannot renounce what we are, nor the

Thanks also to Br. Francis Lukong, for his willingness to be part
of this team, starting next September.
I thank God, who is the Trinity, for granting me companions on
the way, who help and encourage me.
Br. Ángel Diego García Otaola
Director of the Secretariaty of Solidarity
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GENERAL HOUSE

STAND UP, SPEAK UP AND ACT: A PROJECT STILL ALIVE

T

he Secretariat for Education and Evangelization of
the Institute launched a project in 2019 to serve the
Institutes yearning to actively engage young people in
contributing to actions that decides their welfare and wellbeing. The video of the young people inviting us to join this
project can be viewed down.
This project calls our attention to
the way of listening and allowing
the participation of children and
young people in decisions that
affect their lives. It emanates
from the General Chapter and
the Strategic Plan of the General
Administration.
A guide documents were circulated enlightening the Institute
and calling for the participation
of children and young people
by telling us how best they feel
we should listen them.
Activities were spelt out clearly
for young people and the educators as well. The aim is to gather
from all interest sharers a contribution that will enrich the draft

RWANDA

FIRST PROFESSIONS IN SAVE

O

n June 6th, feast of the founder of the Marist
Institute, St. Marcellin Champagnat, seven
novices made their first profession as Marist
Brothers at the Save Novitiate in Rwanda: 1 novice
from the Province of Madagascar and 6 from the
Province of East Central Africa (1 from Kenya, 2 from
the Democratic Republic Congo and 3 from Rwanda).
The new Brothers are, as in the picture (left to right):
Titus Emerikwa (Kenya), Fulgence Munyengano
(Rwanda), Jean Yves Niyonkuru (Rwanda). Tafika
Louis Jean Charles (Madagascar), Michel Okito Manga (DR Congo), Jean Pierre Hababurema (Rwanda),
Nicolas Ngereza (DR Congo).
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document which will eventually become a guide for the Marist
Institute on how to listen to the voices of children and young
people and involve them in decision that affects their lives.
We had the deadline of 30th June to gather the feedback
from all AU’s, but the pandemic of Covid-19 interrupted and
disrupted the timeline.
A letter was sent to the Administrative Unities leaders and
the Administrative Unities link
coordinators of this project to
encourage them to continue using the opportunity of this period
to have more time and to gather
more reflection from the children
and young people as well as the
educators.
It is an opportunity for more
people to contribute to the
project since a new deadline
for the submission of the final
reflection will be communicated
post Covid-19 period.
Click here to see the project
documents
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news in brief

Chile
The Marist Spirituality Centre in Las
Condes will serve as a health care
facility for homeless people who
have been diagnosed as positive with
COVID-19 .

Marist Young USA

A group of 35 Marist Young gathered
recently, via Zoom, for a virtual Happy Hour. It was a chance to connect
(and reconnect), share tales of quarantine time, and to remember the
bond of the Marist identity. Enthusiasm was high, as the happy “hour”
ended up lasting several hours!

Brazil
The Santo Antonio de Sinop School,
in the Sul-Amazonia Province of
Brazil, has collected 200 basic
food baskets, which will be given
to Caritas. This was a gesture of
solidarity to mark the celebration of
the patron’s feast.

Fratelli, Lebanon
In response to the COVID-19
outbreak, the Fratelli Project continues to look for ways to engage
with our students and their families.
Due to the influx of food prices and
necessary items for children Fratelli
has created a Project designed for
mothers and young children ages
0-3 years the program offers complementary Pediatric wellness checkup’s along with a two week supply of
formula, diapers, and baby powder.

SPAIN

THE SUPERIOR GENERAL AND THE		
MARISTS OF MEDITERRÁNEA ADDRESS
THE CHALLENGES BEHIND THE PANDEMIC

T

he brothers and lay Marists of the
Province of Mediterránea held a
meeting on June 7 with the Superior General, Brother Ernesto Sánchez
Barba, to reflect together on the Marist
challenges that are presented after the
pandemic. During the event, Brother
Ernesto and the Provincial, Brother
Juan Carlos Fuertes Marí, analysed two
fundamental questions: “How have we
lived through the pandemic of Covid-19?
and what challenges does it present to
us Marists today?
In his intervention, the Superior General
pointed out that the current situation
is “an opportunity to learn and practice new ways of living community”.
And, in the same way, he highlighted
the support of the Marists in various
movements and the solidarity response
of the Marist works by offering spaces
for health professionals, by supporting
the production of hygienic material and
other elements of protection and by
attending to the most needy people as
far as possible.

In the dialogue, the Superior General
mentioned the projects born of the
Strategic Plan and the situation of the
communities that are found in the areas of greatest poverty. Likewise, there
was a reflection on what has been
learned about journeying as a global
family; or the possibility of taking
advantage now to create a more global
network among the Marist family and
to try to connect the educational works
of the whole world. And all of this
talking about the role of the laity in the
Institute.
Along these lines, Brother Juan Carlos
Fuertes concluded his talk with the
following question: “What elements of
Marist DNA will help us to move forward
together?”
At the end of his talk, Brother Ernesto
referred to the last General Chapter and
the guidelines that were set there, and
which are still valid: “to be a beacon of
hope and to be builders of bridges”.
Complete video of the event live.
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SPAIN

A COMMUNITY OF MARIST								
AND OTHER SPIRITUALITY IN GRANADA
September 1, 2017. That was the day
which saw the beginning of a journey
for which our province had already
been training for some time with
dreams and inspirations shared by
brothers and laypeople.
This date is not only the beginning of
the community, but also the result of
an in-depth reflection on the communion between brothers and laypeople
which had been taking place for
some years in the Marist Province
of Mediterránea, the community of
Granada having already welcomed
some specific experiences of families
who wanted to live their lay vocation
in communion with the brothers.
Thus, during two previous courses,
this part of Marcellin’s dream was being developed and is being carried out in Granada. In the summer before we began, the Brother Provincial brought together
a group of brothers and laypeople to start this adventure from
scratch : a community of Marist and mixed spirituality in the
Province of Mediterránea.
A community that shares life
And so it was that the community began to roll out a series
of initial approaches that would serve as a seed: a community
with deep and shared prayer, which is born of life and leads to
it. A day-to-day community, which enhances our talents and
cares for the specific vocations of each one, a community that
discerns its mission and speaks from consensus. A community
that shares goods, shares space, shares concerns, shares LIFE.
From here we have begun to live. The community should walk
in harmony with everything that our province is living, and in
this way, make that community a reality, lived from day to day
until the three courses of “long-distance running” that it is
going through.
Brothers Benito, Antonio, José Ignacio, Javier and Juan Pablo
share the journey with the family of Ana and Javier, and their
children Miriam and Samuel, the family of Eva and Alfredo,
and their children Jairo and Ángel and the also young layman
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Victor. We have also shared a course with Brother Sandro since
February.
Evangelising community
Living in a continuous discernment of the mission creates in the
community an atmosphere of concern for our being evangelisers among young people, which has led this community to
organise meetings around Marist spirituality with young people
and communities of young laypeople of our Province on themes
such as fraternity, Marist mission or the spirituality of Marcellin.
The community is thus shown to be a tool in Marist accompaniment but, above all, as a reference meeting place for those
who feel part of this family that makes up our Institute in our
Province. “How can we show Marcellin’s charism among the
young people and Marists of today?” This is the basic question
that expresses our mission and our sense of community.
It has not been an easy road, but just like the tortoise that runs
against the hare in that famous story, the community does not
want to rest nor to burn processes, on the contrary, it wants to
suppose for others a push, a spring, an oxygen cylinder that
helps in personal processes and to be in itself that tortoise determined to bet on a possible lifestyle in the light of the Gospel
and of our Marist being today.
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marist world
EAST TIMOR: TIMOR COMMUNITY – FEAST OF
CORPUS CHRISTI

NEW ZEALAND: CROSSFIELD ROAD COMMUNITY,
AUCKLAND

CUBA: LAVALLA200>’S COMMUNITY OF HOLGUÍN

GHANA: FIRST PROFESSION IN THE NOVITIATE OF
KUMANISI

Marist charism
Does this new experience within the charism make sense? The
heart of the community and the feeling of the Marist Province
of Mediterránea bear witness to this. Difficulties in the process,
such as the capacity to make decisions or a new way of understanding leadership or the tasks proper to the mission have not
diminished the strength of this community, which is rooted in

BRAZIL: TABATINGA – LAVALLA200>

GENERAL HOUSE: PLENARY SESSION OF THE
GENERAL COUNCIL

its experience of walking together, of living together, of feeling
the other as a brother of LIFE. The words of a very dear brother
in Granada and among the Marists, Brother Servando, martyr
of Bugobe, make sense here: “Our motto will continue to be
GIVE LIFE, because our life has the sap of the one who is Life.
Our life cannot be confused with substitutes, because we are
committed to the life of Jesus.
And every day is a new opportunity for this
community that wants to be an open door for
those who enter, a refuge for those who need it
and a springboard for those who want to jump. A
community that lives in continuous discernment to
discover new breaths of the Spirit for the Marists
of today, for the Marist Family. May this be an
experience like that fable of the tortoise and the
hare, since we also want to generate a story and a
path, from which we can always draw a beautiful
moral.
That is why the best thing to say to anyone who
wants to discover it is: “Come with us to a quiet
place.”
Marist Community of Granada
17 I JUNE I 2020
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FMSI interventions on Covid-19
During this global pandemic, FMSI is responding to the requests coming from all Marist communities worldwide through
emergency projects. Despite the difficulties due to the lockdown, interventions in Syria, South Africa, Haiti are currently
under implementation. All projects are designed considering
safety protocols of physical distancing measures as well as
Government and World Health Organization guidelines, maintaining stringent health and hygiene measures at all project
sites, and among all staff and stakeholders.

COVID-19 solidarity – assistance to fragile elderlies in
Aleppo
As the Syrian crisis enters its tenth year, the humanitarian
situation remains very difficult. In 2019, 1.8 million people were
internally displaced –an increase of 200,000 from 2018. As
Millions of people have been displaced from their homes, those
who remain are struggling to access sufficient food and basic
health services. Conflict, displacement and economic pressures
are driving hunger, and Syrian families need our help more than
ever. Now, with the covid-19 epidemic and the preventive measures to limit the spread of the disease, many people are left
alone and have not the means to have food because they are
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old, bedridden, sick or very poor. We have identified around 100
people in such situation in Aleppo: people living in very poor
social economic conditions who are suffering most from this
situation and they have seen drastically reduced the opportunities for a subsistence income or a help for their basic needs.
The program coordinated by the Blue Marists, wants to assist
the poor elderly people living alone during the period of
covid-19 epidemic to prevent their death and sickness. The
project consists of preparing hot meals in the Marist center and
distributing them with bread and a fruit daily to these vulnerable
people. In addition to provide meals to people, this project will
enable us to demonstrate our solidarity with the beneficiaries
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and let them feel that they are not abandoned and not alone.
5 displaced women who are good in cooking and a man who
will do the shopping of the alimentary products have been selected. These 6 people will work under the supervision of Mrs.
Leyla Antaki Moussalli, one of the 3 leaders of the Blue Marists.
The project will last 2 months and is supported by 15,000
Euros donated by Misean Cara, through FMSI.

been implemented. They were educated on basic hygiene,
washing their hands properly, how to cough, and the importance of social distancing. We want to make sure that during
this extended lockdown we get sanitising liquid and disinfectant
soap to the families. An ongoing health education campaign
will still be needed while the children are away from school.
We also need to address some of the psychosocial needs of
the children; and teachers will be given airtime to make weekly
Emergency response to the COVID-19 pandemic at the
contact with each family. One of the purposes of this would be
Sacred Heart College
to talk about their fears and concerns, and to make sure their
At the Sacred Heart College, South Africa, soon after hearing
children do not feel alone. When we can return to school, we
about Coronavirus, a targeted health education programme to
will engage the Johannesburg Parent and Child Counselling
make children aware of the steps of disease prevention has
Centre (JPCCC) to help debrief children. Where possible we will
take the older children on Catch up teaching camps,
where children will also be able to rebuild relationCountry Donor
Status
Budget
ships and have access to counseling.
Syria
Misean Cara
Under imple- 15.000 €
Many of the parents of our children are currently
mentation
not earning an income during the lockdown, this
South
Misean Cara
Under imple- 10.000 €
means that families are under economic pressure.
mentation
Africa
The food vouchers we have provided so far and will
continue to provide during the extended lockdown
have, and will, help to address these From a return
Haiti
General House Under imple- 41.358 €* +
to school perspective we will clean and disinfect
+ Misean Cara mentation
13.636 €
school buildings, kitchens and dining facilities, and
especially water and sanitation facilities once a day
Malawi
Misean Cara
To be sub12.000 €
particularly where surfaces are touched. We will
mitted
ensure that there’s good airflow and ventilation in all
the classrooms and make sure that classroom win*Funded by the general house dows are kept open. We will also continue to ensure
17 I JUNE I 2020
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safe preparation of food and
enforce frequent handwashing
for all cooks, food handlers and
people working in the kitchen.
Cooking ware, plates, cups
and cutlery will be disinfected
regularly, and we will stagger
the mealtimes to reduce the
number of children eating at
one time.
Misean Cara’s 10,000 Euro
help through FMSI will support
all these activities.
Hygiene kits and Covid-19
prevention campaign for the
Marist school communities
Haiti
Hundreds of thousands of Haitians are at risk from COVID19
infection in light of weak preventive and curative measures.
In a country where more than
half of the population lives hand-to-mouth, earning less than
$2.41 per day (according to the World Bank) the hospitals have
very limited Intensive care units (ICU), and a COVID19 spread
could be devastating.
This proposal, co-funded by the General House of the Marist
Brothers and Misean Cara, will focus on aid and prevention to
contribute into the limitation of the pandemic spread and to
raise the capacity in the prevention in the two areas of Haiti
where Marist Brothers are present: Dame-Marie (which includes
5 municipal sections) where we run two schools: Fatima (primary) and Nativity (secondary). - Latiboliere, a small village near
Jérémie, where we have two schools: Fatima (afternoon school
for children school dropout – mainly children domestic workers
- , primary) and Alexandre Dumas (secondary).
This proposal is targeting all students of our schools, their
families, our employees and our support staff for a tot. of 1485
families.

The main
components of
this project
are the
following:
Distribution of
nm°1485
food
baskets – this component will be totally funded by the Marist
Brothers General house.
Distribution of nm°1485 hygiene kits (1 box of laundry soap per
family).
Awareness raising/ covid-19prevention campaign. Marist
Brothers will work in a team of young people expert in the field
of communication.

Institute of the Marist Brothers General House
Piazzale Marcellino Champagnat, 2 - Rome, Italy - comunica@fms.it
Website			
http://www.champagnat.org
YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/user/champagnatorg
Facebook		 https://www.facebook.com/fmschampagnat
Twitter			https://twitter.com/fms_champagnat
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